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Added Value
As pickleball continues to grow, players
are looking for accessories geared
specifically for their sport.
By Kent Oswald
Unsurprisingly, as pickleball grows in popularity, both its casual and committed players desire not just paddles and balls, but accessories styled specifically for
the sport. These range from replacement grips or customized paddles to practical
and stylish needs of adornment from toe to head. The range of options is wide and
growing; here are a few new and notable accessories. (Prices are suggested retail.)

Onix
onixpickleball.com
866-467-8973
• Whether hitting dinks or drives,
the black or white Paddle Overgrip
($7.99), delivers a secure, comfortable
feel with its tacky surface.
The lightweight Owl Eyewear has a
light, impact-resistant frame for protection and durability. Lens options
include clear, smoke and blue tint, all
with 99.9% UV protection and antiscratch, anti-fog coatings. Enhanced
fit and comfort is provided by the soft
non-slip nose piece, molded ear pads
and adjustable elastic head strap.
Head
head.com
800-289-7366
• Helping to maintain a grip are the
Airflow Tour ($17.95) and WEB ($12.95)
gloves. The Airflow is made from premium, perforated Cabretta leather and
provides robust flexibility and comfort
by incorporating spandex. The WEB’s
pattern on the palm increases gripping
power, and the microfiber mesh delivers cooling and comfort.
The Raptor Eyewear ($30.95) with
anti-scratch, anti-fog lenses with
clear, amber and dark options, offers
99.9% UV protection. The specs feature an impact-resistant frame and a
soft, non-slip nose piece and rubber
inlay at the temples for comfort.
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The range of options for pickleball accessories continues to grow, from replacement
grips, to gloves designed for the sport, to stylish eyewear and more.

Acacia
acaciasports.com
951-296-1100

• Keeping your hand in control but
never tense or worn out, the Comfort Cushion Grip ($6.99) delivers
with a non-slip, absorbent surface.
This replacement grip is the same as
the one that comes standard on all
ProKennex paddles. The Wet Wrap
Overwrap Grip ($6.99), available in
pink, white or black, offers a touch
more comfort and security while
minimizing the addition of significant bulk to the grip.

• Performance pickleball ankle
socks ($14.99/3 pack) deliver all the
extras. The breathable mesh promotes dryness, the plush material
brings comfort and the “invisa-seam”
construction eliminates friction. The
manufacturer says the anti-roll tab
makes for easy adjustments, the cushioning comforts during extended play,
and the copper-ion infused fibers aid
circulation and offer anti-microbial
protection to minimize odor.
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ProKennex
prokennex-pickleball.com
800-832-9887
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